Monday

Listen and follow Chapter 5 (Running Free) using
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6brNv5wxctw

READING COMPREHENSION
Chapter 5 of The Butterfly Lion: Running Free

(Use the video clip)

1. Where is Bertie being sent? (RETRIEVE)
2. What promise does Bertie make to the lion? (RETRIEVE)

3. When Bertie screams, “I hate you!” at the lion do you think he means it? Why does
he say it? (INFER)
4. Do you think Bertie’s parents have done the right thing in sending him away to
boarding school? (EXPLAIN to your parent or carer)

ANSWERS

1. Bertie is being sent to a school near Salisbury in England.
2. Bertie promises the lion, “All my life I’ll think of you, I promise I will. I won’t ever forget you.”
3. When Bertie screams, “I hate you!” he does not mean it. He shouts the words to make his lion
leave so that he will not be sent away to the circus. He knows his lion would have a dreadful life
“shut up behind bars” where he would be pointed and laughed at.
4. Explain your answer to a parent or carer

Now listen to Chapter 6 (The Frenchman)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ShWL86G0
3E

TUESDAY

This week we will still be looking at writing to persuade, but
instead of persuading people to go somewhere, we will be
learning how to persuade people to agree with our point of view.
We will be using some of the techniques that we learnt for
persuasive writing, last week, to present an argument. We will
plan an argument, in the form of a letter, to persuade Bertie’s
Dad that Bertie should keep the white lion cub. First, we are
going to look at some example texts.
Read the text on the next slide. What persuasive techniques
do you notice?

I believe that professional footballers earn far too much money and I think that their
exorbitant wages should be cut immediately.
I have several reasons to support my point of view. Firstly, some footballers in the
Premier League earn more in one week than hardworking nurses and firemen earn in a
whole year. Nurses and firemen are people who constantly save lives and on top of this,
firemen bravely risk their own lives. What do footballers do? Kick a ball around a field for
90 minutes. This is clearly not fair!
In addition, footballers do not spend as much time at work (if you can call it that!) as
most people. Although they train daily, this is normally for not more than three hours, while
most people work at least seven hours daily. Furthermore, they have three months’ holiday
a year when the season ends, whereas most people have only four weeks’ holiday a year.
In conclusion, it is clear that, compared to others, footballers earn far too much money.
Their wages should be reduced and more money given to people who deserve it more!

I believe that professional footballers earn far too much money and I think
that their exorbitant wages should be cut immediately.

What persuasive techniques did you
find?
Did you find the boastful language

I have several reasons to support my point of view. Firstly, some
choices I have highlighted in red? Look
footballers in the Premier League earn more in one week than hardworking
how exaggeration is used to grab the
nurses and firemen earn in a whole year. Nurses and firemen are people
reader’s attention.
who constantly save lives and on top of this, firemen bravely risk their own
lives. What do footballers do? Kick a ball around a field for 90 minutes.
This is clearly not fair!

In addition, footballers do not spend as much time at work (if you can
call it that!) as most people. Although they train daily, this is normally for
not more than three hours, while most people work at least seven hours
daily. Furthermore, they have three months’ holiday a year when the season
ends, whereas most people have only four weeks’ holiday a year.
In conclusion, it is clear that, compared to others, footballers earn far too
much money. Their wages should be reduced and more money
given to people who deserve it more!

Did you find the rhetorical question to
draw the reader in and provoke a
response form them?

I believe that professional footballers earn far too much money and I think
that their exorbitant wages should be cut immediately.
I have several reasons to support my point of view. Firstly, some
footballers in the Premier League earn more in one week than hardworking
nurses and firemen earn in a whole year. Nurses and firemen are people
who constantly save lives and on top of this, firemen bravely risk their own
lives. What do footballers do? Kick a ball around a field for 90 minutes.
This is clearly not fair!

In addition, footballers do not spend as much time at work (if you can
call it that!) as most people. Although they train daily, this is normally for
not more than three hours, while most people work at least seven hours
daily. Furthermore, they have three months’ holiday a year when the season
ends, whereas most people have only four weeks’ holiday a year.
In conclusion, it is clear that, compared to others, footballers earn far too
much money. Their wages should be reduced and more money
given to people who deserve it more!

Look at how the writing has been
organised.
The Opening paragraph states the
writer’s point of view (footballers earn too
much money) and what the writer would
like to happen.
2nd paragraph
The first sentence presents the most
important reason why footballers should
not be paid so much. The rest of the
sentences give more detail (evidence) to
support this.
3rd paragraph
The first sentence gives another reason
why footballers should not be paid so
much. Again the following sentences give
evidence to support it.

Concluding paragraph
The writer restates the main point.

Now look at this text. How is it organised? What are my main reasons for
banning playtimes? What evidence do I give to support my reasons? Annotate
what you find and discuss with your parent / carer what you have found.
Dear Mrs McCarthy,
In my opinion the children at St Cuthbert Mayne school do not need a playtime.
The most important reason for this is that playtimes waste work time. The children need to spend more time on
their English or Maths work. No one could argue with the importance of these subjects, and the more time spent
by children practising them, the better.
In addition to this, playtimes are too dangerous. Little children get knocked over by bigger children and get hit by
balls. Most injuries to children at school happen during playtime.

Finally, playtimes are bad for teachers. Many teachers are too old to run around and so they get too cold
outside. Also, they have to miss out on having a cup of tea and a chat with the other teachers.
Therefore, I believe it would be best if playtimes were banned.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs Woodhams

Wednesday

Today, you are going to imagine you are Bertie. You are going to plan your reasons as
to why you should be allowed to keep the white lion cub.
1)
First, you may want to listen again to Chapter 4 (Bertie and the Lion) using
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_GlBO2t9Jc
2)
Then read the example letter to give you some ideas.
(See next slide)
3)
Write your plan. See my example of a planning frame.
My planning frame only asks you to
write two reasons but you can write
more if you wish!

Make yourself a planning grid like this. This week, I want you to think carefully what your reasons for
keeping the lion cub are and what evidence you can give to support your reasons.
Opening paragraph (Tell Dad why you are writing )

Main reason to support your argument
Add evidence to back up your point of view

Further reason to support your argument
Add evidence to back up your point of view

Concluding paragraph (Restate your point of view)

Thursday

Today, you are going to write as Bertie to his father.
Think how you need to set your writing out in the form of a
letter.
Use the ideas from your planning frame.
You may like to reread the model example from yesterday
to help you begin your writing.
When you have finished your writing, read it aloud. Check
for punctuation. Check for spellings.
When you are happy with your writing, please ask your
parent or carer to take a photograph and send it to me!

Friday

This week, I would like you again to have a go at the
Grammar and Punctuation activity which is on our class
page of the website.
Use this to help remind you of the grammar and
punctuation we have looked at this year. We need to
keep practising these skills!
Good luck!
If you have time, please continue practising your key
spelling words from the Year 3 and 4 word list.

